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The company's first production, 
The Show, A Cancer Survivors 
Story premiered in 2012. It is a 
narration in movement, telling 
the powerful story of a cancer 
survivor’s determination to live 
her life with strength and 
gratitude in the face of 
extraordinary difficulties‐‐and 
her ultimate triumph. It’s about 
the faith, perseverance and 
self‐determination of a little girl 
who dared to dream. 

Weaving together a poetic 
tapestry of blissfulness through 
the universal language of music, 
fashion and dance, The Show, A 
Cancer Survivors Story takes the 
audience on an uplifting and 
inspirational journey of 
tremendous beauty, style, 
fantasy, mystery, seduction and 
creative energy. 



Rather than pure entertainment, The Show, A Cancer 
Survivors Story is also a powerful platform that aims to 
bring awareness to the desperate needs of homeless 
women with cancer‐‐a plight that the creator of the show, 
Missouri , experienced first‐hand while battling cancer. It is 
her hope that one day, there will be “A Place Called 
Home,” where these women can live while going through 
treatments and healing, and become productive and 
proud citizens once again.

. 

BRINGING AWARENESS TO THE DESPERATE NEED TO 
SUPPORT HOMELESS WOMEN WITH CANCER!!!!!!!



Missouri has participated and produced hundreds of shows. She’s a 
Visionary, Stylist and Entertainment Designer with a very distinct 
point of view. Missouri has created a path “her way” into the style 
and entertainment industries. She was awarded “Female 
Entrepreneur of the Year” for her commitment to achieving 
personal success and empowering success in others. After being 
diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer in 2010, she realized “LIFE IS 
NOW” and NOW is all we have. So she decided (while going 
through chemo) to bring her life-long dream to the stage…and 
STYLETAINMENT was born! Missouri is a powerful but gentle force, 
who has paved a path “her way” into the style and entertainment 
industries. She has created a platform for so many others to display 
their talents. She is a gift to the world and thank God her journey 
continues. If you’ve ever been in a position of thinking about 
quitting on your DREAMS, this show is a must see, because 
Missouri is the poster child for NEVER GIVE UP!

DESIGNER
PRODUCER

AUTHOR



I’M KYRA SHANAE, AND IT IS AN HONOR TO BE STYLETAINMENT’S 
PRODUCER, HEAD PRODUCTION CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST 
MEMBER. Bringing my mother’s vision and designs to life onstage is 
quite amazing. My favorite scene is All About Me and probably not 
for the reasons you are thinking. Yes, it is super fun to twirl and 
whip those capes around. Yes, I love the reaction we get from the 
crowd whenever, wherever we performed that scene. Yes, the 
colors are so vibrant it makes me smile every time I see them fly in 
the air. However, none of those reasons are why it is my favorite. It 
is my favorite because it has a significant meaning to my mom. You 
see, back in the ‘80s before The Show, before cancer, even before 
me, my mom traveled and made a living off of 7 capes, very similar 
to what you see today. She had the vision then but got sidetracked 
with life and kids. Performing  All About Me today just feels like I 
am picking up where she left off. It’s as if no time has passed and we 
don’t plan on stopping anytime soon! 

PRODUCER
& PRODUCTION

CHOREOGRAPHER



A THEATRICAL FASHION PRODUCTION

MAGICAL                                                       
TANTALIZING 

EXCITING                               

EXHILARATING

“STYLETAINMENT was just so amazing, from the wardrobe, to the 

music, to the models, they we’re all beautiful, they we’re all so dynamic. 

Truly, I wanted to laugh, I wanted to cry, I wanted to scream. The Show 

is just truly amazing. I would recommend it to all and I would see it 

again and again.”                                                                 

TANISHA FORDHAM                                                                                                              

Mrs. New Jersey United States 2019



MY NAME IS IMANI TAHIRA, I AM THE PRODUCTION MANAGER 
AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT. The Show is like a 
manifestation on stage about someone who decides to fight to 
live and start doing what they were truly meant to do. It is very 
inspiring how it comes to life visually. It is a survivor’s story that 
is captivating, exhilarating, and attention-grabbing. You never 
know what may happen in each scene from the beginning to 
end. The narration provides an “in the moment” feeling as to 
how Missouri’s journey went from her perspective. My favorite 
scene is: Wild Orchid: because it’s mysterious, bright, and 
surprising. This scene feels like you’re coming into your own and 
letting the world know you have blossomed into confidence. 

PRODUCTION
MANAGER 



MY NAME IS DEVONNE JONES I AM THE HEAD DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT.  
What moves me about STYLETAINMENT is that it is a company 
that knows the potential it has and where that potential could 
lead to. It moves me because I can see it for myself in the way 
we work. Not only that, but the greater focus is also to be a 
blessing to women who are homeless and living with and 
recovering from cancer. A lot of passion goes into every single 
detail to make the company what it is. I am so supportive 
because I believe my purpose and the purpose of 
STYLETAINMENT are in alignment. STYLETAINMENT The Show, A 
Cancer Survivor’s Story is a “layered” production that does not 
really fit into a single category. It is a combination of theater, 
dance, music, poetry, and fashion with each element no more 
important than the other. 

HEAD DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER



MY NAME IS RUTHIE PHILLIPS MY FUNCTION WITH 
STYLETAINMENT IS PRODUCTION MANAGER ASSISTANT AND 
CAST MEMBER. STYLETAINMENT is home! It’s a passion it’s my 
Outlet. It’s magnificent! You have to see it!  My favorite scene to 
perform is Mavantra Heat! It’s fire, sexy, moving and satisfying! 
My favorite scene for people to see is Wild Orchid! It’s 
magnificent! You have to see it! I want fans to know we are only 
going to get bigger and bigger oh and bigger! So that scene is 
just the beginning. STYLETAINMENT is an experience that I am so 
happy I am apart of. 

TALENT MANAGER
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS CRISTINE LEE, I AM THE TALENT MANAGER AND 
CAST MEMBER OF STYLETAINMENT. Being a part of this show 
is nothing short of amazing. I am bless to be in the company 
of pure genius. STYLETAINMENT The Show is an engaging 
combination of fashion, dance, song, poetry and theater that 
tells a story, providing the audience with a fabric of 
experience that is alive, alluring, believable, and enrolling. 
When fans come to see a STYLETAINMENT The Show, they 
should know that there is something in the show for 
everyone; men and women, all ages and backgrounds. It is 
dynamic with flair as well and touching and engaging.  It is a 
production everyone will want to see again and again. Don’t 
miss it!

TALENT MANAGER 
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS ANDREA HARRISON-O'SULLIVAN, I AM THE POETIC 
WRITER AND CAST MEMBER OF STYLETAINMENT. From the time 
I was a young girl growing up in the Bronx, I always loved all 
forms of the Arts; music, dance, acting, singing, modeling and 
the spoken word always held a special place in my heart.  So, 
when I came across the audition notice for STYLETAINMENT 
The Show in 2011, it immediately caught my attention. The 
Show incorporated all of my passions and more. It was exactly 
what I was looking for in a show. The Show is a special show 
not only because of the people involved but its mission and 
what it represented.

POETIC WRITER &
TALENT MANAGER 
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS  KEVIN SEAN I AM THE ASSISTANT DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST MEMBER OF STYLETAINMENT. 
Being a part of STYLETAINMENT is truly an experience in it 
self and has been the most accomplished feeling I’ve had. I 
joined the cast in 2014 and I am enjoying the ride. 
STYLETAINMENT is a one-of-a-kind production. It is not your 
typical show and adding to the flow gives me a sense of 
pride. I truly believe the possibilities for STYLETAINMENT are 
endless and I am looking forward to seeing what Missouri 
and Kyra creates and manifest next. 

DANCE
CHOREOGRAPHER
ASSISTANT



WE ARE JAIME AND NIKKI AZCONA, DANCE CHOREORPHERS for 
STYLETAINMENT. The Show, shows passion, fearlessness, and the 
ability to make your dreams come true. As an artist, I understand 
what it means to follow your dreams and your vision, and that 
passion is what inspires me and makes me committed to the 
show. We loved Wild Orchid, everything from the masks, the 
dancing, and the creativity in the dresses and their 
transformation was amazing and different. Missouri and Kyra are 
amazing. I love the passion and dedication they have to make 
this show the best!

DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER’S
& POLISHER’S



MY NAME IS JESSICA HEDBERG, I AM THE STORY TELLER FOR 
STYLETAINMENT. As the Storyteller, I feel a special responsibility 
to understand and share the beautiful mission behind the show. 
The Show was created to stimulate your mind with words of 
cancer awareness, open your eyes with vibrant colors of life-
changing events, fill your ears with the music of a united fight 
against a disease that has affected so many, and warm your soul 
with tantalizing scenes that motivate you to NEVER GIVE UP. 
STYLETAINMENT is more than just a show for entertainment. It’s a 
motivational movement expressed through artistic and 
unimaginably creative performances. Behind the many masks of 
the Storyteller, I am nothing but a vessel for a bigger purpose. I 
try and embody the soul of a phenomenal woman and tell her 
story with the passion of a survivor. 

THE STORY TELLER
& POLISHER



TONI

KYRA

CE CE TONJU

CST MEMEBERS 

MEET THE CAST OF

ANDREA

RITHIE ANDY JESSICA

NIKKI JAMIE KEVIN

CRISTINE

IMANI DEVONNE



EXECUTIVE TEAM

LISA ST HILAIRE

HATTIE SMITH

BELINDA WARD

ANNE PEPPER

LESLIE LEWIS

TOYA JACKSON

HERMIONE KING

VONETTA SMITH

SUSAN CAINED

CHAUN WILLIS

DAVID MANNING

MEDIA TEAM

AL-KARIM HOOD SR.

AL-KARIM HOOD JR.

HAROLD ST. LOUIS

TETRO AUGURY

CLIFFORD SMITH



Since its inception, STYLETAINMENT has performed 
at the following venues

NEW JERSEY

SOPAC, South Orange
RVCC, North Branch

Met Life Stadium, East Rutherford
The Ritz Theater, Elizabeth

The Prudential Center, Newark
The Ritz Theater, Elizabeth
The Grove, Cedar Grove

Central High School, Newark
58 Park Place, Newark

APA Hotel, Woodbridge
The Robert Treat Hotel, Newark

Faith Fellowship Church, Sayreville
Mary Burch Theater, Newark
The Brownstone, Metuchen

Renaissance Newark Airport Hotel, Newark
Newark Airport Marriott Hotel

NEW YORK 

IED Awards, New York
LOFT 1150, New York

Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
Queens Theater, Queens New York

Jamaica Queens Performing Art Center, Queens
The National Black Theater, New York

Carlyle on the Green, Farmingdale

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The Howard Theater, Washington

PENNSYLVANIA

First District Plaza, Philly

BOOKINGS TO DATE  





- It starts with -
In the name of the Father and Son, and of Holy Ghost,

Amen!

ACT I
Opening with The Prayer

It was important to Missouri to open the show with a
prayer and she wanted it to have an angelic Native
American sound. It was challenging finding the right
person to sing the song the way she heard it, so she
decided to sing it herself. Her son Karim booked studio
time with a good friend and they went to work recording it.
Missouri is not a professional singer, but hearing herself
sing that day, she is sure spirit took over. As she got
towards the end, a friend walked in with the most amazing
voice and put the ending ripple on the song. OMG, it is
truly the most angelic opening prayer song. You truly feel
spirit, listening to the interlude. It is something to behold.

“When you are on purpose, Moses parts the red sea to  
provide a clear path to walk through with grace.”

– Says Missouri 



ALL ABOUT ME

The spectacular, two‐hour show features about 20 different 
vignettes performed by an amazing cast of talented actors, 
models, dancers, singers, poets and musicians. With dazzling 
animated backdrops on a full theater stage, it is presented in an 
avant‐garde and entertaining fashion. The audience can also get a 
glimpse into the creative minds of the show's producers through a 
10‐15 minute special performance.





The “NEW” 7 Iconic Capes Ensembles.



She begins with:
Once Upon a Time in 1965 
a small beating heart 
became alive. 
A rebirth one should say 
and how fitting it should 
happen on Christmas Day.
Translucent rays of Love 
sent from the heavens 
above, sparked the 
beginning of endless 
possibilities 
and she goes on….

THE GIFT



SEX IN THE CITY



YOU BETTER WORK



FASHION SIZZLE



THE REMIX



SEVEN WONDERS



OUT ON A LIMB



MAVANTRA HEAT



ACT II
OPENS WITH THE POETIC SOUNDS

I took a walk on the runways of your 
mind last night, when you zipped your 
lips and fastened your eyes on me. I 
found two words that you will always 
be – Wild Orchid – and she goes on…



WILD ORCHID



WHAT IF…



PINK SENSATIONS 



THINK  



LIVING IT UP  



I FOUND LOVE  



M IRACLES   



L OUNGE TO CRUISE   



This scene represents so much. . .
WE DID IT. . .

DÉJÀ VU    



47 years later…       WE DID IT!!!!!!! 

National and International Expansion 
is on the Horizon!!!!!!! 



We Salute You….

SALUTES YOU, YOU AND YOU!!!!!!!

The Finale



To read Missouri’s full story pick up a copy of the 

First and Second Editions
MYJOURNEYTOSTYLETAINMENT.COM 

If you’ve ever been in a position of thinking about quitting on 
your DREAMS, these books are a must read, because Missouri is 
the poster child for NEVER GIVE UP!!!!!!!

STYLETAINMENT Documentary Coming Soon!
Along with an array of product collections!



BOOKINGS AND SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
CONTACT: LONDON HALL

PO BOX 171, FRANKLIN PARK, NJ 08823  
732.641.0885

STYLETAINMENTTHESHOW@GMAIL.COM

TO HEAR WHAT FANS, OUR “STYLIZES” 
ARE SAYING ABOUT THE SHOW, VIIST:

WWW.STYLETAINMENT.COM

TO ORDER THE FIRST AND SECOND EDITON OF
MY JOURNEY TO STYLETAINMENT

A LIFE STITCHED TOGETHER
WWW.MYJOURNEYTOSTYLETAINMENT.COM

FOLLOW US 
@STYLETAINMENT

F I N A L I S T
American Small 

Business Championship 
presented by Score

Sponsored by 
Sam's Club

- 2018 -

We look forward to sharing STYLETAINMENT with the WORLD!!!!!!!

mailto:STYLETAINMENTTHESHOW@GMAIL.COM
http://www.styletainment.com/
http://www.myjourneytostyletainment.com/

